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INTRODUCTION

..

This report is an architectural analysis of the walls found
at the Dutch state House Block in Lower Manhattan. It is
an adjunct to the main, archaeological, report. ~mich contains
the primary documentation and research. and is not written to be
read on its own •

.,

The significant wnlls on each lot are described according to
their r,lacement on the lot, material, construction, type of wall
in relation to the structure, height, width. and notable
architectural features. The descriptions, which are on forms,
are grouped by lot.

The Dutch State House Site has one of the earliest and
~ost constant histories of develop~ent of any other block
in New York City. There have been buildings on the site
since the 17th century. It has ,aoused Dutch dwellines (and the
State House), English shops and taverns, American counting
houses, and will soon be filled by a massive, 1980's
skyscraper. The block is bound py Stone Street on the north,
Pearl Street on the south, Coenties Slip on the east, and 3road
Street on the west. Broad Street was a Dutch canal while
Pearl Street marked the 17th centur~y shoreline.

-..

The site contains significant parts of the foundation walls
of various structures on 10 lots. The buildings were built
next to each other and some of the side walls were shared. These
party walls, such as the wall between lots 9 and 10, were as
much as 3 feet wide. Althougn the foundation walls are
substantial, they have only survived from the footings to
we Ll, under t:hp.first floor. There is very l.ittle evidence left
to date these walls. Most of the walls were built out of
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Stone Street. ~/s, #28-34 (right to left)
lo/t/1~~a. p~ctg hy Geor~e D. Chinn.

_Photo: rr~,-:Yor-l: r'nt'li~ Li'l:::rary.. .....

Stone Street, sIs, #24-40 (right to left)
&/28/1920, Photo by P.L. Sperr.
The caption on the back of the photo
states. that #32 is more than 100 years
old, and ~ow serves as the home ot
the American Banker. a bank publication,
Photo:'~ew York Public Library.
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coursed stone rubble laid up in soft lime mortar. There were
also some brick foundations, apparently dating from the 19th
century. The method of building foundation walls of stone
rubble is tracitional and was commonly used in the 17th, 18th,
and 19th centuries. The stone used in the "lalls was available
locally to builders from the 17th century through the 20th
century. r~e foundation walls are also not ~ecessari~y helpful
in datinr; the upper vra.l Ls of the bui ldings. Foundation walls
were frequently reused when net" bui ldings were built jatllJ.--
it was possible for a 19th century Greek Revival style buf.Ldd.ng
to have 17th cerrtur-vfoundations. Decause of the tractitional

..

buildin~ method~ the use of local stone which was available for
centuries, and the absence of ,stylistic or other datable
architectural features, the foundation walis on the Dutch Stae
House Site cannot be effectively dated architecturally.

The walls are a mine of infornation on traditional
bUildin~ methods. One of the most interesting features was
the frequent reuse of building materials. Yellow bricks
were reused in later walls and cisterns. Dressed and even tooled
stone turned up in the middle of basement foundation walls.
So~e of the tooled stones were ,shaped like· lintels and sills.
The reused stones and or-Leks might have come f'r-omolder buildings
on the site, but they could also have been bought at a used
building materials yard.

'"
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Along with information on traditional building methods,
this excavation has uncovered a "Iealth of information on
American life in the past centuries. Brick-lined cisterns
mark early back yards; a cache of bottles in-.a basement
provides evidence for the 17th century Lovelace Tavern.
The excavation is now a part of the foundation for the new office
buildinr.;. I'lhileit survived, though, the archaeological dig
~las a vivid visual rc~inder of our history. It's a pity that
New York, unLt ke I;iexic6 City and nome, had to give up this
treasure for one more .skyscraper.

..
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Dutch State I10use fji to, LookLnn east at the Stone ~)treet lots
_atc by \ !Tary. D. n.iericl~x 10/79 e
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

!DT 6 #65 Pearl, #30

EAST WALL 2/80- stone Sts.

PLACEMENT north-south

MATERIAL stone covered ~'!ith concrete; concrete; brick
at the north

CONSTRUCTION coursed rubble in mortar

TYPE foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH very little left - about 0 - 2 t high/
about 2 I ",i de

NOTABLE
ARCH ITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE There is not enough evidence to date the wall.
The last building on the site appears to have
been a 4 story brick-faced Greek Revival
st.r-uctur'e, probably from the 1830! s or 1840 IS

(see page 1 illustration). It has the typical
G:-eek Revival .zround flo'or stone piers and a
dentillated cornice. The wall could have been
bUilt at the same ~ime as the'last building,
or they could be left over from a previous
structure.

NOTES
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LOT 6 #65 Peul g #30
fone gfs.

"'EST HALL 2/80
STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT north-south

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH lot 6 was used at one tilile as a bulldozer
path, and there is very little left of the
above-ground "lall

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

8
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DutchIto Stnte House Si to, LookLnr; east
h~T 11c>.ry T~. Dieric1<x 10/?:'!

at the Pearl street lots
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#67 Pearl StreetLOT 7------- ....._ .........-STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCT JON

EAST WALL 2/80

north-south, .running irregularly along the
,old property line

stone,covered in concrete in patches, and
some brick, including the small yellow brick
which might be Dutch'brick. The brick matchesAlbany-area yellow brick in size. (Frank Matera,
State House Site consultation, 1980, see
NY State reports on Fort Craila and the
Van Rennselaer Housef

coursed rubble in mortar

TYPE foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH about ° - 3 I high/ about 3' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

The presence of reused materials (the brick)
in the wall implies that this was not one
of the first walls built in New Yoz-k , ;.,-_ J

The method of construction is traditional, and
there is not enough eVidence to determinewhether the wall dates from the 17th, ~8th or 19

(over)
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centiur-Lejs, It appe ar-s, f'rom the illustrationon page 1 • that the last building on the
lot dates from about the 1820's - 1840's.
or at least was remodeled at that time. The
pitched roof and dormers are earlier than the
flat roof of the building next door (#30). but .-
the stone piers on the ground floor are typical
of the Greek Revival period. The bUilding was
a 4;~story brick or brick-faced structure. The
foundation walls could have been built at this
time. or could have been built earlier and
reused.

11
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#67 Pearl Street.LOT 7
__ .... 1IIIIIIII. _

STADT HUYS SITE .~.
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY vffiSTWALL 2/80

.PLACEMENT north-south.

MATERIAL. stone,and brick on the south end. The yellow,
possibly Dutch brick is also incorporated
in this wall. One size of the red brick
on the south end is 7YzIIX3 7/S"x2".

CONSTRUCTION coursed rUbble laid up in mortar

TYPE foundation/ba~ement

HEIGHT/WIDTH about 0 - 2 I high/ about; 2 I wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE see EAST "fALL

NOTES

. 12



#67 Pearl Street.LOT 7--_ ......_------STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL.

CONSTRUCTION

NORTH ~~LS 2/80

_ .. _ 1_ _ ..... , _ • • ~ ',J ':.~

two rectangular structures located"at-£neooack
of the lot form the rear walls of lots 7
and 14. The rectangles are separated by
about a 6' passage in the center of the lot.

stone and brick, covered with concrete

coursed rubble in mortar; brick in mortar-_::-O
".

TYPE either basement or yard walls

HEIGHT/WIDTH about 2' high/ about 2' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

The walls are placed at the back of the _lot,
an!area which was once a yard (see notes). ~ .. - - , ,-This might be an indicaticm- that they were.
built at a later date, such as in the 19th
century. -------------The easternmost wall contained a rectangular
pi t which might have been a chimney. The
westernmost wall contained one half of a brick
cistern, made of red brick with some yellow.

·13



7 #67 Pearl Street.LOT _STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY CENTER 1:!Ji.LL 2/80

PLACEMENT e aati-we s t

MATERIAL stone

C.ONSTRUCTION the ,-:all is at p,round level t construction
cannot be determined

TYPE f'o unda't Lorr, oz- yard \'rall

HEIGHT/WIDTH 0 - l' hi_~h/ about 2 I uide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

UGRP,RY
LANDMARKS PRESERVATION

COMMISSION
· ..... ti

DATE There is not enough eVidence to date this wall.
From its placement, it mi~ht have been an-
earlier (before the 19th century) r-ear- \-;all~
A. ·short stretch of' s t.onerwa.Ll, abuts this
waI l and runs north, to\'!ard the -eas tvs i cte ,NOTES
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Dutch st D..t e !Youse Site , Look I n '; north. lot D
Photo hy nary n. nicricl~x. l/no
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LOT 8 #67~;68 Pearl Stre..et

EAST I'TALL 2/80
STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

a

PLACEMENT north-south

MATERIAL stone, and brick at north end
There is evidence of the reuse of building
materials in this wall. There is C? small
amount of yellow brick
mi xed in l:lith the stone.
There is also a small amount of squared-off
stone in the wall. It is much more finished
than the rest of the stone, and might have
been previously used on a wall vmere it
could be seen.

CONSTRUCTION

----------------
TYPE

coursed rubble laid up in mortar, brick laid
up in mortar at the north end. The mortar
is largely disintegrated

foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH 2-4' high. approximately/ about 2-3' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

NOTES

There was a one-story storage building
constructed on the site in 1948. Before
that, there was a 5-story brick or brick-
faced structure, which can be seen in the
1920 photograph on page 1. This building
has. according to the 1920 picture. a Greek
Revival ground floor with simple; e~enly-
spaced stone piers. Stylistically, it appea
to date from the 1830's-1850's. In 1829,
according to tax records, lots 8 and 9 split.

DATE

(over)
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Althouil this date is early for the building styles,
~t is possible that this building was built
around that time, but there is no solid
evidence to support this. It is probable
that one or more floors were added to the
building before it reached its final 5:....·. ~
stories by 1920. The foundation walls do not
appear to be those built for a 1948 structure.
This means that they pr-obabLy-.dat;e from
the first half of the 19th century or before.
The brick patch of wall at the north end
is probably an addition into what was a
small back yard. A yard showed up on the
1867 Dripps map, so the addition should
date after that. It might have been added
by PS 134, the school which shows up on
the 1920 photograph.
There is no evidence which rules out the
construction of the wall~ in the 17th or
18th centuries.

-~
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT 8 #57~/ 58 Pearl Street

WEST WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCT ION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCH ITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

north-south

stone and a patch of brick at the north end
~ well as a small patch of brick in the
center, possibly used to create an even
opening such as a door or window

coursed rubble in mortar - the brick at the
north end is also laid up in mortar
rn, a common bond.

basement/foundation

1-3' high, approximately/ about 2-3' wide

see EAST WALL

....
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

10T 8 #67¥/68 Pearl Street
NORTH WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

east-west

brick

common bond, brick laid up in mortar

foundation/basement or some type of yard
wall

approximately 2-31 high

In 1861··~here was·~:a..;sma1lyard" in back of
67~/68 Pear.! Street, according to the Dripps
map. It is possible that thi~ wall was
constructed after that, when the building was
extended to the end of the lot. .However ,"
the wall might have simply enclosed a yard
at some point, which would show up as a yard
on the Dripps map. The wall. with its even.
regular bricks, is consistent with material
and construction of this late date. It was

c

constructed after the stone walls on the site.
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT 8 #67~/68 Pearl street
FLOOR 2/80

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL.

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

. HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

north half of lot

brick. some concrete laid at a later.
probably 20th century. period

basement floor

granite blocks, post-1820'S, but probably
dating from the 19th century. were used
as fill in two places. The blocks were
laid on top of one another. several blocks
deep. Archaeolo"gic-al evidence suggests that
this filling was done after the 1930's.

...

.'
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lOT s 8 & 9 #69 Pearl St.STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

There is a clear line in the center of part of he
east wall. Although there is not enough
evidence to make a definite statement, one
can speculate that the wall was built in (over)

21

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

IILove lace Tavernll

There is a rear, east-west wall which is
located about 40' north of Pearl Street.
There are also north-south walls; the most
complete is the east wall.

stone

rubble laid up in mortar

foundation/basement

0-11 high, there is little wall left.

The location of the foundation walls, and,
therefore, the building itself, in the middle
of" the two lots siginifes that the building
was earlier than 1829, when the two lots
were split up (according to tax records).
Archaeological evidence suggests that the
walls date from the 17th century.



FEATURES two parts. If this is true, there
c an be a number of explanations.
The wall could have been constructed
all at the same time, with one part
added to widen and strengthen the
foundation; or the wall could have
been constructed at different times
either to add to the \rldth of the
foundation walls for a new building or
more stories, or because f)oe..o.! the:.; .
walls was built next to an existing,
party wall. There is so little wall
left that the wall being in two parts
is only the broadest speculation.

22
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Dutch
.hato

State House Site, lookin~ north,
by nary 11. nteric].-;:x l/nO

"

lot 9
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#69 Pearl StreetLOT 9----------STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY EAST WALL 2/80

•

PLACEMENT north-south, follgwing the irregular old propert
line

MATERIAL stone. There are a very few pieces of tooled
stone in this wall, indicating that at least
the tooled pieces were previously used on
the facade of another building - or somewhere
where they would have been seen.

C.ONSTRUCTION coursed rubble laid up in mortar

TYPE foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 0-41 high/ about 3' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE #69 Pearl split into two lots (8 & 9) in. 1829,
according to tax records. It is possible that
two .buildings were built at abqut this time.
The tax records indicated a 4 story house,
20.11 x 711, in 1854. By 1920 (see photograph
on page 1 ) there was a 5 story brick structure
on the site. This brick or brick-faced
building appears to Greek Revival, with its
characteristic ground floor divided by classical

NOTES

(over)
24



stone ~iers, althou~h 1829 is somewhat early for
this style. It is possible that a story was
added to this and to #67~/68 before 1920 and
after 1860. The foundation walls, therefore, were
probably fiot,constructed after the second
quarter of the 19th century. There is no
eVidence, however, which rules out the construction
of the walls in the 17th or 18th centurjes.

25
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#69 Pearl SureetLOT 9-----------STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

WEST WALL 2/80

north-south, following the irregular old
property line

stone with a little brick

CONSTRUCTION coursed rubble laid up in mortar with some
patches of brick, also laid up mortar
the mortar is badly disintegrated

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

foundation/basement

O_AI high, approximately/ about 2' wide

The brick patches indicate the presence of
·openings, either doors or Windows, or of

something else which might naed an even and
regular line.

see EAST WALL

27
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT 9 #69 Pearl Street
NORTH WALL 2/80

.PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

east-west, at the back of the lot

stone covered with concrete

coursed rubble laid up in mortar

foundation/basement or yard wall

approximately 3-41 high/ about 1-2' wide

a flight of concrete steps on the west side,
leading to a raised cone rete-floored platform
between lots 9 and 16 •. This was apparently
the small yard for lot 9.

Although the concrete appears later, an
extension is listed on the 1857 Perris map.

28
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Dutch state 1IPhoto ·oune Site look"hv r:n.r.Y n. n' . ' 1n,,:castler1cl~x 10/70 '
lot 10 east \'/all



LOT 10 #71 Pearl street
EAST WALL 2/80

STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT north-south, following the irregular old
-property line

MATERIAL stone - local stone such as diabate from the
Palisades, available from the 17th century on.
(Sidney Horenstein, State House Site consu1ation
on stone, 1980) The wall was covered with
concrete, or a concrete-like material, now
partially eroded.

CONSTRUCTION coursed rubble laid up in mortar

TYPE f'oundation/bas-ement

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 5 I high/ about 4' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

A small window-sized hole was filled in
(apparently at a later date) with stone. It is
near the top of the wall at the north end.
A vertical slot, at the north end toward the
center, probably held a piece of wood, perhaps
to level the wall or for a partition. A row
of bricks, in this same area, is tilted at a
450 apgle and sits above a small cavity. There
is not enough evidence to determine what it
was.

DATE

NOTES -----------------------------------------------
DATE - The last building on the site was the
landmark Brown's Coffee House building.
The building, or at least the facade, was

(over)
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constructed in 1826, after Pearl Street was
widened and straightened (in 1825).
The east and west stone foundation walls, therefore,were built before 1826. However, they might
have been constructed earlier, to be reused in
1826. There is no hard evidence to date the
walls further.

31
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Dutch St~.te !louse S1te, look1nr~ west,
Photo by i"1ary n. Di.ericl~x 10/79
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lot 10 west wall
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

#71 Pearl StreetLOT 10-----------WEST WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT north-south, following the irregular old
prope rty line

MATERIAL stone - local stone such as Manhattan schist,
glacial boulder, bro~nstone, available from the
17th century on. (Sidney Horenstein, State
House Site consultation on stone, 1980).
There is dressed and tooled stone in the wall,
inidicating that at ~east that stone had been

CONSTRUCTION used previously on another building. The wall
was patched wi th coric r-ete or a concrete-like
material.--------------------------------------------
coursed rubble in mortar

TYPE foundation/base8ent

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 0-4 ' high/ about 2' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

There is a square pit on the south side vrhi ch
could be a chimney

DATE see EAST vIALL

NOTES

33
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT 10 #71 Pearl Street
NORTH CENTER WALLS 2/80

PLACEMENT north-south and east-west toward the north
end, and the east side, of lot 10

MATERIAL brick

CONSTRUCTION laid up in mortar

TYPE foundation/ basement or yard walls

HEIGHT/WIDTH 0-11 high, appr-oxLma teLy Z about 11 wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL there is a cellar lined in brick under the
FEATURES wal l s

DATE There is not enough evidence to determine the
date or the purpose of these walls.

NOTES

35



STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT.1_O__ #_7_1_p_e_ar_I_S_t_re_e_t_

SOUTH WALLS 2/80

PLACEMENT east-west, conforming to the post-1825
street pattern

MATERIAL easternmost - brick;
westernmost - stone

CONSTRUCTION common bond in a hard mortar;
coursed rubble in moruar

TYPE foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 4' high/ about 2' wd de

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE the brick, east, wall was built in the
1890's. The stone, "rest, wall was built in
182·6· '.

NOTES

36
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

.LOT 10 #71 Pearl Street

SOUTHERNMOST WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT east-west, at an angle to the present Pearl
Street

MATERIAL stone - local stone such as glacial boulder,
available in the 17th century and on
(Sidney Horenstein, State House Site consultatio

.on stone, 1980) There is also e small amount
of brick. The brick is saLmon-colored and hand-
made. (Frank I!Iatero,1980 DSH mort ar consut t , )

CONSTRUCTION The stone was laid up in mortar which was of
traditional mix and materials. The mortar
consisted of:mixed river sand (matched to
the sampler from Schermerhorn Row, ca. 1800);
lime (CaC03) probably derived from shell;
shell(oyster) fragments; charcoal - impuritiesTYPE from the burning of shell(CaO). The mo~t~

foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH 0 I high, there is only a very small part of
the stone wall left/ about 2' wide

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE The material of the wall gives no conclusive
evidence as to its date. Since the wall
is placed at an angle which roughly corresponds
to the line of Pearl Street before it was widene ,
it is probable that the wall was constructed
before 1825 •NOTES

37
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is characteristic in proportion, constituents
and manufacture of known 18th and early 19th
ce.a"turymortars. Without a bank of data
on similar dated materials, however, determining
the date of the mortar is impossible.
TL dating of the bricks might determine the
date of the entire assemblage. (Frank Matero,
State House Site consultation on mortar, 1980)
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Gtate Houae S1te, LookLnrt wost, lot 1?
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.LOT 12 #91 Broad StreetSTADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

NOTABLE the south half of the waLl, contains an even,
ARCHITECTURAL rectangula.r openf.ng , perhaps a'door or \'lindo','l
FEATURES

.PLACEMENT

MATERIAL.

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

~rnSTWALL 2/80

north/south

brick

COr:lmonbond lair! up in mortar

base~ent/foundation

HEIGHT/WIDTH ap pr-ox trnat.e Ly 6 I from the footings

DATE

NOTES

see HORTH ~::ALL
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LOT 12 #91 Broad Street
NORTH i'!ALL 2/80

STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT east/west

MATERIAL. brick and stone

CONSTRUCTION coursec rubble laid up in mortar

TYPE basement/foundation

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 6' f'r-ornthe footings, "!idth
could not be determined

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE There was a 1907 brick 1 story structure
on the site, and the Building Department's
Nevr .Building form for the struc·ture details
21 thick stone foundation walls. From the
thiclmess and material, it is likely that the
walls were built at an earlier date and reused
by the architect of the 1907 structure.

NOTES
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e· STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

rt9PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

brick and stone .

.LOT 12 #91 Broad Street

SOUTH '-!ALL 2/80

coursed ru~ble l~id UJ in mortar

basement/foundation

appr-oxf.ma'teLv 6' hi gh from the footings, ",idth
could not be determined

see HORTH HALL
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LOT 14 ·e
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Dutch Stntc House Site, lookin?: SCl>uth, lot lLl
Photo by T.Jary 11. Dieric]c: 10/79



lOT_1_4 __ #_3_2_S_to_n_e_S_t_r_e_e_t.STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

EAST "TALL 11/79

north-south, runs irregularly following the
old property line

concrete and concrete-covered stone

concrete and coursed rubble laid up in mortar

foundation/basement

very little of the wall is left - 0 - 21 high/
varying thickness

there is a small room on the east side, about
4' x 61 with plumbin~ ~.probably a toilet

There is not enough evidence to date the
wall. It appears that the last building on
the site was a handsome 3 story brick-faced
structure with a Flemmish gabl"e (see page 3 ).
Stylistically, the building dates from the
late 19th to early 20th centuries. The.
caption on the back of the above-mentioned
1920 photo stated that the building was over
100 years'old (in 1920). From tax records"it
looks as though a house was built on this lot

i

(over)
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in 1829. In 1860 in the tax records, a 2 story
house was listed on the site; in 1938, a 3 story
building. Either an older structure was
remodeled or a new building "las built in the
late 19th or early 20th century. The 1870
building on lot 16 had brick foundation walls
and it is likely that a late 19th century buil~
ding would have brick foundation walls, but it
also possible, and not even improbable that an
old-fashioned builder with a supply of stones
might build a stone rubble foundation wall.
Thus, from the limited evidence available,
it is only possible to say that the wall could
have been built in the 17th, 18th, or 19th centuries.
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.LOT 14 #32 Stone Street

tffiSTWALL 2/80
STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

.PLACEMENT north-south, runs irregularly f'oLl.owdrrgthe
old property line

MATERIAL brick and stone

CONSTRUCTION coursed rubble laid up in mortar

TYPE foundation/basement

HEIGHT/WIDTH about 2 I high/ over 3 I wf.de

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE see EAST HALL

NOTES
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LOT 15
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Dutch fit 0.te HOllS e Si t.e , looki n:-; south,
Photo l')~.r Tlary H. lHericb~ 10/79

lots 15

"



f' ••

e.
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.LOT 15 #32~ Stone StreetSTADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

(over)

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

EAST l'fALL 2/80

-'.'.~·.t

north-south

stone on the south, br.ick on the north, covered
in concrete several o~ the bricks
measured 8 x 3~ x 2 3/8

brick laid up in mortar and courseC stone
rUbble, laid up in mortar

basement/fou0dation

There is very little of the ~all standing,
from 0 31 l1igh and under 21 wide

Thi s lot was used as an alley, or gangway,
until the 19th century, A bootmaker occu~ied
a shop on that .site at least as early as
1833. E~ ther riew "Talls abutting those of
lots 14 and 15 were built for the small
structure, or the existing walls were used.
There is not enough "raIl left to be sure.
In the 1920 and 1938 photograph of the site
(see page' 3 ), the facade of #32jf appears
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to be a later 19th century s:tyle. and might ...be
made of.sheet metal. This later facade could
have been applied to the earlier 19th century
building.
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15 #32~ Stone Street.lOT _
STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

\'lEST HALL 2/8Q

north-south

brick

the one layer wich can be seen appears to be
laid UD in mortar

foundation/basement

01 hL gh There. is not enough v..all left to
deternine a great deal about its size and
structure

see EAST \'TALL
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eaati-vrea t

STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

.LOT 15 #32)~ Stone S:treet

SOUTH WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCH ITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

brick covered \'li th concrete and plaster

brick laid u~ in mortar

foundation/basement

approximately 3 I high

see EAST ','!ALL
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LOT 16
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Dutch State Ilous e Site, LookLnrt south,
Photo by Tlary D. Dieric1<x l/eO

lot lG

.'



•
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.LOT_1.6_....#.3_4_S.t.o.n.e_s.t.r.e_e.t_STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

EAST \'TALL 2/80

north-south

brick, covered "lith concrete
one COr:1monbrick size in the "'all is
7;~ x 3~~ x 2

br-i ck laid up in mortar

basement/foundation

approximately 2-3' high/ about l' '.-,ide, or
about 3' "lide, counting the coursed stone
rubble VIall of lot 17, "lhich abuts it

the last building on the si te appears ··to have
been a brick structure, built 3 stories
hi~h in 1870. The plain brick building
shows up in the 1938. photograph on page 3 •
The br-Lclc foundation ,-ralls appear to
date from this time; the brick is relatively
hard and machine-made, \'lith even edges.
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_LOT.l.6__ #.3.4.S.t.o.n.e_S.t.re.e.t_STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

"IES THALL 2/80

north-south

br-Lck

brick laid u~ in mortar

basenent/foundation

There is almost no wall left, it's under
l' high and about l' Hide

see EAST UALL

.-

•.
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I'OT 16 #34 Stone Street.loo: _
STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCT ION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

SOUTH \'TALL 2/80•

eas t-\'!e s t

brick, partly coverer. vrith concrete
there are several sizes: 7;~x3~'fx2;
8;fx3 3/4x2;~; 8x3;ix2 1/8

br-Lclc laid up in mortar

foundation/basement

about 3_4' high

There vras a brick and stone pr-Lvv' be tween-". .•.7

lots 9 and 16, mar-lcf.ng':That ':las a back yard

see EAST \'fALL
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LOT 17
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Dutch State l louac 81te, LookLnrt coubh, lots 10, 17
Photo by nary n. nt er-Lckx 10/70



STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

LOT 17 #36 Stone Street

EAST WALL 2/80

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

HEIGHT/WIDTH

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

north-south, following the irregular old
property line

brick, stuccoed with concrete or concrete-like
material Average size, about 7 7/8 x 3 3/8 x
2 1/4. Markings on the bricks include: W B ;
X X X; W LAHEY •

common bond laid up in mortar

foundation/basement

approximately 51 high/ apout 4' wide

The wall was probably built in the 1890 IS,
when the last building on lot 11 was constructed.
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STADT HUYS SITE
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY

.LOT 17 #36 Stone Street
~~ST WALL 2/80

HEIGHT/WIDTH approximately 3' highl about 21 wide

PLACEMENT

MATERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

TYPE

NOTABLE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

DATE

NOTES

north-south, following the irregular old
property line

stone - local and glacial, possible mix of
Howfels brownstone, Manhattan schist, glacial
boulder, igneous rock, available from the
17th century on. (Sidney Horenstein, S~ate
House Site consultation on stone, 1980)
Some of the stone in the wall(perhaps less than;
1%) is dressed, and some is even tooled. This
would indicate that the stone was originally use
elsewhere, where it would have been visible. Th
stone could have come from on site or from a
supplier.-----------------------------------coursed stone. rubble laid up in mortar-----------------------------------foundation/basement

The wall's construction and material provide
no solid evidence for dating this wall.
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Dutch fltate nouse ~~itc, LookLrv: '.-rest ~~tthe "!Cst "Tall~; of lot" 10,17
Photo hy ~ary D. Dicrickx 10/79
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